Whole world on a single island

Vision

Mission

is to become a leader in
customized travel packages
using advanced technology to
bring efficiency in booking
process
and
customer
experience.

is to assist each of our B2B
agents to provide the fullest
support to their customers to
plan, book and enjoy their
holidays in all around the
world
to
the
fullest
satisfaction of the travelers
and the B2B agents
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Tour Arrangements
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Three Main Catogaries,
• Inbound Tours
• Outbound Tours
• Domestic Tours
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Cultural and Religious

Sri Lanka is home to some of South Asia’s
most intriguing religious and cultural
attractions, featuring elaborate art and
architecture, and spectacular festivals,
revealing the essence of the island’s
fascinating history, and rich cultural heritage.
Historical sites such as Anuradhapura,
Polonnaruwa and Dambulla, once home to
ancient kingdoms, still retain many relics and
artefacts of bygone eras. The famous rock
fortress of Sigiriya and the Temple of the
Sacred Tooth Relic of Kandy, are must-see
places. A multi-religious country. Sri Lanka
has many religious festivals that take place
year around.
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Hiking and Eco Camping

Trekking, Hiking,Walking, Nature, Adventure, Spiritual
travelling in Sri Lanka for single and groups with Amazing
Escapes Tours is highly appreciated by our tourists. We have
more tha 15 years of experienced guides in the field of trekking
as trekking guides and organizers.
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Wildlife Safari

There are so many thrilling wildlife safaris
you could choose from, and you’ll find that
most are suitable for families. You’ll
experience with lot of animals and be able to
capture photos as well as experience our
unique ever smiling mix of people and
cultures. You’ll simply have great time here.
A wide range of National parks,
Nature reserves and safari lodges and camps
have been established throughout Sri Lanka,
covering vast areas of bio-diversity terrain,
all the way from North to South. Plenty of
wildlife for you to see and plethora to do.
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Honeymoon Packages

Being an island of private powdery white beaches, secluded colonial
bungalows in the heart of lush jungles and luxurious star class suites in
the city makes Sri Lanka an ideal choice for Honeymoons and weddings.
Many hotels specialized in honeymoons are opening offering newlyweds
and couples to be ideal getaway.
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Ayurvedic treatments, Meditation & Yoga

"Ayurveda" is not just a form of medication that locals swear by, it is a total way of life known togenerations of Sri Lankans for
over 3000 years. It is a gentle method of treating the root cause of illness of both mind and body.
Meditation is the attainment of a deeply relaxed state of mind and body. One's rate of metabolism is said to slow down causing
the release of anxiety, stress and even pain control. Breathing exercises, repeating mantras, and sitting in silence helps relax the
mind and reduce focus on the stressful situations that surround us. Meditation is a component of serious Ayurvedic treatment that
helps bring harmony to the mind and body.
Yoga is a vital part of long-term Ayurvedic treatments, The term yoga comes from a Sanskrit word that means yoke or union.
Traditionally, yoga is a method that joins the individual self with the Divine, Universal Spirit, or Cosmic Consciousness. Physical
and mental exercises are designed to help achieve this goal, also called self-transcendence or enlightenment.
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Relaxation

Sri Lanka, a tiny tropical paradise
where you can discover golden
beaches, mountains shrouded in mists,
wild life parks, awesome ancient
monuments, and rain forests: the place
where the original soul of Buddhism
still flourishes.
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Watersports

You have water all around you and
sandy beaches to match, where one
can enjoy all kind of water sports.
One can get to next destination of
your choice without much hassle and
carry on with your preferred above
water activities.
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City Tours
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Sri Lanka truly is a paradise
for
sightseers,
wildlife
enthusiasts and adventurers
and it is amazing how much
you can get done in a day
tour,
short
break
or
excursion. There really is not
a day to miss! Choose from
an exciting range of tours
from the pioneering tour
operator in Sri Lanka. We
offer you a virtual holiday
playground where you will
have a myriad of choices
from which to plan the perfect
mini
holiday. With
an
abundance of exotic fauna
and flora in a number of
wildlife
parks
and
sanctuaries, numerous lakes,
rivers and reservoirs, a World
Heritage rainforest, misty
mountains in the central hills
and the Indian Ocean all
around, there is something for
everyone in Sri Lanka.

Transportation Facility
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Ground Transportation
The Transport Division offers client-oriented, demanddriven and 24-hour ground transportation services to
corporate groups, executives, VIPs and leisure travelers
relying on a fleet of over 400 luxury coaches, minicoaches, SUV vans and cars, with customer safety and
comfort at its bedrock, the vehicle fleet boasts of latest
brands and sophisticated technology introduced by
Japanese, American and European vehicle production
companies.
All vehicles are driven by experienced and highlytrained chauffeurs who are not only known for their
courteous driving skills, but also expertise in multilingual communication abilities and excellent knowledge
about ancient archeological and cultural sites and other
off-the-beaten-track places. Most of our chauffeurs are
trained tour guides also with experience in handling
wild life camping, jungle trekking and whale watching.
The 24-hour service delivery comes with regular, on-site
monitoring and streamlined communication managed
by the relevant Transport Division staff to ensure
professionals, safe and comfortable service to and from
your destination.
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Air Ticketing Facility

We arrange inbound flights to Sri Lanka from a vast number of international locations, as well as outbound
flights to all corners of the world. We always strive to cater to the travel preferences of each client and have
excellent relationships with repeat customers.
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For inquiries : info@amazingescapestour.com
+94 71 0708643

For bookings: bookings@amazingescapestours.com
+94 71 2521122

www.amazingescapestours.com

Kadjuduwawatta Road, Nagoda, Kalutara, Sri Lanka.

Whole world on a single island

